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11 A solution of an equivalence problem for semisimple cycliccodes
Mikhail Muzychuk
Abstract. In this paper we propose an efficient solution of an equivalence problem for
semisimple cyclic codes.
1. Introduction
Recall that an [n, k]q code is a k-dimensional subspace C of F
n
q . Two [n, k]q codes C,D ≤ F
n
q
are called (permutation) equivalent , notation C ∼ D, if one of them may be obtained from
another one by permutting the coordinates. A linear code is called cyclic if it is invariant
under a cyclic shift of the coordinates. An equivalence problem for cyclic codes, and, more
generally, an isomorphism problem for arbitrary cyclic objects, was studied by many authors
during last three decades [1, 16, 8, 17, 2, 6, 4, 11, 3, 14] - to mention a few. In the
paper [6] Huffman, Job and Pless completely solved an isomorohism problem for arbitrary
cyclic combinatorial objects on p2 points where p is a prime. The solution was given in terms
of generalized multipliers and was generalized in [15] via a notion of a solving set: a set of
permutations S is called a solving set for a class of cyclic objects when two cyclic objects
from the class are equivalent if and only if they are equivalent by a permutation from S. It
was shown in [15] that there exists a solving set for colored circulant digraphs of order n of
cardinality O(n2ϕ(n)). Moreover this set may be efficiently constructed from n without any
additional information. The main result of this paper states that a solving set constructed
in [15] is also good for cyclic semisimple codes. To formulate precise results we need more
definitions.
Each cyclic code of length n over finite field Fq may be considered as an ideal in the
group algebra Fq[H] of a cyclic group H of order n. Notice that if H is an arbitrary group,
then a group code is an arbitrary right ideal of Fq[H]. In what follows we write I E Fq[H] to
designate the fact that I is a right ideal of Fq[H]. A group code I E Fq[H] is called semisimple
if the group algebra Fq[H] is semisimple, that is gcd(q, |H|) = 1. An automorphism group of
a group code always contains a subgroup HR consisting of right tranlsations by the elements
of H. This group acts regularly on the coordinates of a group code. Thus a group code is
a particular case of a Cayley combinatorial object introduced by L.Babai [1]. Recall that a
Cayley combinatorial object over a group H is any relational structure on H invariant under
the group HR. Let K be a class of Cayley combinatorial objects over the group H. Two
objects from K are called Cayley isomorphic if there exists an automorphism H which maps
one of them onto another. An object K ∈ K is called a CI-object if any K ′ ∈ K isomorphic to
K is also Cayley isomorphic to K. A group H is called a CI-group with respect to the class
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K if any object K ∈ K is a CI-object. Two classes of Cayley objects are essential for this
paper: group codes and colored Cayley digraphs.
A colored Cayley digraph over a finite group H is a pair (H,φ) where φ : H → C is a
function to the set of colors C. An arc (x, y) ∈ H ×H is colored by a color φxy−1 . We denote
the corresponding colored Cayley digraph as Cay(H,φ). An isomorphism between two colored
Cayley digraphs is defined in a natural way (see the next section where all related definitions
are given). In the case when a coloring set C is a finite field we identify the coloring function
φ : H → Fq with an element of a group algebra
∑
h∈H φ(h)h.
Now we are able to formulate the main result of the paper.
Theorem 1. Let H be a cyclic group of order n written multiplicatively. Let I E Fq[H] be a
semisimple cyclic code over H generated by the idempotent e =
∑
h∈H ehh ∈ Fq[H]. Then a
solving set for Cay(H, e) is a solving set for I.
It was shown in [15] that a solving set Se for a given colored Cayley digraph Cay(Zn, e)
over a cyclic group of order n contains at most ϕ(n) permutations. This set depends only
on a partition Pe of H constructed from the coloring e in the following way: two elements
a, b ∈ H belong to the same class of Pe whenever ea = eb. Once a partition Pe is built, a
construction of the related solving set requires O(n2) arithmetic operations in the ring Zn.
When the set Se is produced an equivalence testing becomes rather simple: a cyclic code
J E Fq[H] is equivalent to the code I = eFq[H] if and only if it is equivalent by a permutation
from Se. This gives a simple algorithm for a code equivalence testing which is polynomial in
n and q.
It was shown in [12] [13] that a cyclic group of a square-free or twice square free order
is a CI-group with respect to colored Cayley digraphs. In this case Theorem 1 implies the
following
Theorem 2. A cyclic group of a square-free or twice square-free order is a CI-group with
respect to semisimple cyclic codes.
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the results of [14] which were obtained using the
classification of finite simple groups (CFSG). It would be nice to find a classification-free
proof of this result. Notice that if n is a prime power, then the CFSG is not needed. Also for
non-cyclic p-groups we have additional results.
Theorem 3. Let H be a p-group, p a prime. Then any solving set for colored Cayley digraphs
over H is a solving set for semisimple group codes over H. In particular, if H is a CI-group
with respect to colored Cayley digraphs, then it is a CI-group with respect to semisimple codes.
It was shown in [5] that an elementary abelian group of rank at most four is a CI-group
with respect to colored digraphs. This implies the following
Corollary 1. An elementary abelian group of rank at most four is a CI-group with respect to
semisimple group codes over this group.
Notation. Throughout the paper Ω denotes a finite set and Fq stands for a finite field
with q elements. The set of all functions from Ω to Fq is denoted as F
Ω
q . The elements of
F
Ω
q are considered either as functions or column vectors the coordinate positions of which are
labelled by the elements of Ω. For f ∈ FΩq we denote the ω-th coordinate of f either by f(ω)
or fω. The algebra End(F
Ω
q ) is identified with the matrix algebra MΩ(Fq). The symmetric
group of the set Ω is denoted by Sym(Ω). Given a permutation g ∈ Sym(Ω), we write Pg for
a permutation matrix corresponding to g. Notice that Pg ∈MΩ(Fq).
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Linear codes. In order to treat linear codes as combinatorial objects over finite
set Ω we consider codes as linear subspaces of FΩq . If g ∈ Sym(Ω), then f
g(ω) := f(ωg
−1
).
Recall that two codes C,D ≤ Fnq are (permutation) equivalent if there exists g ∈ Sym(Ω) with
Cg = D. An automorphism group of a code C, notation PAut(C), consists of those g ∈ Sym(Ω)
which satisfy Cg = C. A code C is called cyclic if PAut(C) contains a full cycle.
2.2. Colored digraphs. Let Ω and F be finite sets. An F -colored digraph is a pair
Γ = (Ω, c) where c is a function c : Ω × Ω → F . An adjacency matrix of Γ, A(Γ) ∈ MΩ(F ),
is defined in a natural way A(Γ)ω,ω′ = c(ω, ω
′). Two F -colored graphs (Ω, c) and (Ω, d) are
isomorphic if there exists a permutation g ∈ Sym(Ω) such that d(αg , βg) = c(α, β) for each
pair α, β ∈ Ω. An automorphism group Aut(Γ) consists of all isomorphisms from Γ to itself,
that is
g ∈ Aut(Γ) ⇐⇒ ∀α,β∈Ω c(α, β) = c(α
g, βg).
If F is a field, then Aut(Γ) consists of all permutations g ∈ Sym(Ω) satisfying PgA(Γ) =
A(Γ)Pg. Thus Aut(Γ) coincides with the centralizer of A(Γ) in Sym(Ω), i.e., Aut(Γ) =
CSym(Ω)(A(Γ)).
Let H be a finite group and F an arbitrary field. Recall that a colored Cayley digraph
Cay(H, e) defined by an element e =
∑
h∈H ehh ∈ F [H] has H as a vertex set and an arc-
coloring is defined by a function (x, y) 7→ exy−1 , x, y ∈ H. It’s adjacency matrix will be denoted
as AH(e). Clearly that (AH(e))xy = exy−1 . The set of all matrices AH(e), e ∈ F [H] form
a subalgebra of the full matrix algebra MH(F ). This subalgebra is isomorphic to the group
algebra F [H]. Let us call matrices of the formAH(e) asH-matrices. EachH-matrix commutes
with any permutation from HR. Vice versa, any matrix from MH(F ) which commutes with
all permutations from HR is an H-matrix. Thus the algebra of H-matrices is the centralizer
of HR in the full matrix algebra MH(F ).
2.3. 2-closed permutation groups [19]. Any subgroup G ≤ Sym(Ω) acts naturally on
a product Ω × Ω as follows (α, β)g := (αg, βg). The orbits of this faithful action are called
2-orbits of G. The set of all 2-orbits will be denoted as Ω2/G. Two subgroups G,F ≤ Sym(Ω)
are called 2-equivalent, notation G ∼2 F if Ω
2/G = Ω2/F . The relation ∼2 is an equivalence
relation on the set of all subgroups of Sym(Ω). For a given subgroup G ≤ Sym(Ω) we define
its 2-closure G(2) as the subgroup generated by all subgroups 2-equivalent to G, that is
G(2) := 〈F |F ∼2 G〉.
Notice that G ∼2 G
(2) and G(2) = F (2) if and only if G ∼2 F . The operator G 7→ G
(2) satisfies
the usual properties of a closure operator. Notice that an intersection of two 2-closed groups
is also 2-closed. The connection between colored digraphs and 2-closed permutation groups
is given in the statement below which is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.23 [19] (see also
Section 7.12 in [9])
Theorem 4. An automorphism group of a colored digraph is 2-closed. Vice versa, any 2-
closed permutation group is an automorphism group of a colored digraph.
Each matrix A ∈MΩ(Fq) is an adjacency matrix of an Fq-colored digraph with vertex set
Ω. Therefore CSym(Ω)(A) is a 2-closed subgroup of Sym(Ω).
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3. Proof of main results
Let C ≤ FΩq be a linear code. A projector onto C is an endomorphism E ∈ MΩ(Fq) such
that E2 = E and Im(E) = C. The latter condition is equivalent to saying that the column
space of E coincides with C. Clearly that Im(E) ⊕ Ker(E) = FΩq . Notice that each projector
onto C is uniquely determined by its kernel which is a subspace complementary to C. Given a
subspace C′ complementary to C in FΩq , one can define a projector E onto C by setting Ev = v
for v ∈ C and Ev = 0 for v ∈ C′. So there is a one-to-one correspondence between projectors
onto C and complements to C in FΩq . If a permutation matrix Pg, g ∈ Sym(Ω) commutes with
E, then Cg = C. This implies the following
Proposition 1. Let E be a projector onto a code C. Then CSym(Ω)(E) ≤ PAut(C).
Theorem 5. Let G ≤ PAut(C) be a subgroup of order coprime to q. Then G(2) ≤ PAut(C).
Proof. The group algebra Fq[G] is semisimple by Maschke’s Theorem. Therefore each Fq[G]-
module is semisimple too. This implies that each G-invariant subspace of FΩq has a G-invariant
complement. Therefore there exists a G-invariant complement C′ to C in FΩq . Let E denote
a projector on C with a kernel C′. Then E commutes with each Pg, g ∈ G, or, equivalently,
G ≤ CSym(Ω)(E) ≤ PAut(C). Since CSym(Ω)(E) is 2-closed, G
(2) ≤ CSym(Ω)(E) ≤ PAut(C).
By Exercise 5.28 [19] a 2-closure of a p-group is a p-group. This gives us the following
Corollary 2. Each Sylow r-subgroup of PAut(C), r 6= char(Fq) is 2-closed.
3.1. Fusion control. Let X ≤ Y ≤ Z ≤ Sym(Ω) be arbitrary subgroups. Following [10]
we say that Y controls fusion of X in Z if for any g ∈ Sym(Ω) the following implication holds
Xg ≤ Z =⇒ ∃z∈Z X
gz ≤ Y.
In this case we write Y ≺X Z. If X is a regular subgroup of Sym(Ω), then the inequality
Y ≺X Z means that for any regular subgroup X
′ ≤ Z isomorphic to X there exists z ∈ Z
such that X ′z ≤ Y .
The following properties of the relation ≺X are straightforward:
(a) ≺X is a transitive relation on a set of all overgroup of X in Sym(Ω);
(b) if Y ≺X Z and Y ≤W ≤ Z, then W ≺X Z.
The statement below is a direct generalization of Lemma 3.1 from [1].
Theorem 6. Let K,L be two Cayley objects over H. If Aut(K) ≺HR Aut(L), then each
solving set for K is a solving set for L. In particular, if K is a CI-object over H, then so
does L.
Proof. Let S be a solving set for K. Pick an arbitrary Cayley object over H, say L′
isomorphic to L. Then L′ = Lg for some g ∈ Sym(Ω) and, consequently, Aut(L′) = Aut(L)g.
ThereforeHR ≤ Aut(L)
g implyingHg
−1
R ≤ Aut(L). By the assumption there exists z ∈ Aut(L)
such that Hg
−1z−1
R ≤ Aut(K). This implies that HR ≤ Aut(K)
zg = Aut(Kzg). Thus Kzg is
a Cayley object over H isomorphic to K. Therefore Kzg = Ks for some s ∈ S. Since
zgs−1 ∈ Aut(K) ≤ Aut(L), we conclude that Lzgs
−1
= L, or, equivalenly, Lzg = Ls. Together
with z ∈ Aut(L) and Lg = L′ we obtain L′ = Ls.
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of PAut(I) containing HR. By
Sylow’s theorems P ≺HR PAut(I).
Since Fq[P ] is semisimple, there exists an Fq[P ]-invariant complement to I in Fq[H], say
J . Let E be a projection on I parallel to J . Since E commutes with all permutations from
P , it also commutes with HR. Therefore E is an H-matrix, that is E = AH(e) for some
e ∈ Fq[H]. It follows from Im(E) = I that eFq[H] = I. An equality E
2 = E implies that
e is an idempotent. Since P centralizes AH(e) and CSym(H)(AH(e)) ≤ PAut(I), we obtain
P ≤ CSym(H)(AH(e)) ≤ PAut(I). Therefore CSym(H)(AH(e)) ≺HR PAut(I). Since AH(e) is
the adjacency matrix of a colored Cayley graph Cay(H, e), we conclude thatCSym(H)(AH(e)) =
Aut(Cay(H, e)). By Theorem 6 any solving set for a colored Cayley graph Cay(H, e) is a solving
set for a code I.
Notice that if H is commutative, then an idempotent e is unique. In the case of non-
commutative H a right ideal of Fq[H] may have more than one generating idempotent.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Theorem 1.8 [14] there exists a solvable group F , HR ≤
F ≤ PAut(I) which controls fusion of HR in PAut(I). Let pi be the set of all prime divisors
of n. It follows from Hall’s theorems that every Hall pi-subgroup Fpi ≤ F which contains HR
controls fusion of HR in F . By transitivity of ≺HR the group Fpi controls fusion of HR in
PAut(I). Since char(Fq) is coprime to |Fpi|, there exists a Fpi-invariant complement J to I in
Fq[H]. Let E denote a projector onto I parallel to J . Then Fpi ≤ CSym(H)(E) ≤ PAut(I)
implying CSym(H)(E) ≺HR PAut(I). Since HR ≤ CSym(H)(E), the matrix E is circulant, that
is E = AH(e) for some e ∈ Fq[H]. It follows from E
2 = E and Im(E) = I that e is an
idempotent generating I. Thus CSym(H)(AH(e)) = Aut(Cay(H, e)) controls fusion of HR in
PAut(I). By Theorem 6 any solving set for Cay(H, e) is a solving set for I.
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